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QC-50 Operating Instructions
1.

Remove and discard any used QuickCheck Vial (QCV). If a vial is left
attached to the QC-50 during storage the flow path may become saturated.
This is especially a concern if more than one gas type of QCV is being
used.

2.

Select the QCV with the gas type desired.

3.

4.
5.

Squeeze the QCV firmly at the point where the label reads ‘Pinch Here to
Break Inner Ampoule’. This allows the liquid to absorb into the wicking
material and start releasing the test gas.
Install the QCV into the QC-50. To install, the open end of the QCV is
inserted snuggly into the opening opposite the QC-50 label.
Attach any tubing or calibration adapters if needed. Note: A three foot
section of chemically resistant tubing is included with the QC-50. If
inappropriate tubing or adapters are used the chemical may be lost in
the sample system without reaching the sensor to be tested.
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6.

Place the end of the QC-50, tubing or calibration adapter at the sensor to
be tested.

7.

Squeeze the bulb slowly and firmly until an appropriate response is
achieved. For some gases such as HCl it may be necessary to allow
more time for a response than more volatile gases such as NH3.

8.

If an appropriate response is not achieved the sensor being tested should
be evaluated for replacement.

9. Repeat steps 6, 7 and 8 for any other sensors to be tested.
Note: Do not continue testing if the QCV is depleted.
10. Remove and discard the used QCV.
Note: Once the inner ampoule is broken the QCV should be quickly inserted
into the QC-50. Opened QCV deplete quickly without being installed. Once
testing is finished please remove and discard the QCV before storing the QC50. Opened QCV should not be stored for longer than 24 hours.
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